THE TRUCK TRANSFORMER
with the
MOTORHOME BODY!

VERSATILE AND USER FRIENDLY
DIVERSIFIES YOUR TRUCK – DIVERSIFIES YOUR TRUCK BODY!

COST SAVINGS
➢ One chassis can be used as a hybrid motorhome, for pleasure and several work related jobs efficiently.
➢ Eliminate a second or seasonal vehicle.
➢ Lowers capital costs
➢ Lowers depreciation costs.
➢ Lowers insurance costs.
➢ Lowers maintenance costs.
➢ Mileage accumulates on one vehicle making it feasible to purchase a more fuel efficient vehicle.
➢ Eliminates the need to tow a car

The Truck Transformer loading system fits most 2 & 4 wheel drive, current day Ford, Dodge & GMC 350(3500), 450(4500) and 550(5500) cab & chassis Trucks. The loading system is transferable when upgrading allowing you continued use of your existing truck bodies. Loading capacity of 11,000 lbs.

465 Warren Ave E
Penticton, BC V2A 3M3
Tel: 250-490-9016
Toll Free 877-490-9016
www.trucktransformer.com
FEATURES OF THE HYBRID MOTOR HOME (H.M.H.)

- Very spacious unit -
- Choice of a 4 x 4 vehicle allows off-road camping. High ground clearance.
- Toggle control 3 minute off-loading/ on-loading.
- The Motorhome can be off loaded directly to the ground allowing for easy one-step access.
- Large washroom with shower/tub, wash basin and lavatory.
- Excellent vehicle handling characteristics with side roll eliminated due to the weight distribution. The hot water tank, propane tanks, batteries, fresh and black water tanks are at floor level with the grey water, storage compartment, 700 lbs. steel H.M.H. frame, and the Truck Transformer 400 lbs. loader system below the floor.
- Hybrid Motorhome dry weight - 3400 lbs.
- The towed car is eliminated. The Transformer chassis is road legal when equipped with auxiliary mudguards and tail lighting and can be used for touring and rides as comfortably as a regular pick up.
- Tonneau cover or load straps enable the chassis to carry a load when not hauling the motorhome body.

SPACIOUS INTERIOR & DINING AREA
WITH REAR SLIDE OUT WITH SIDE ENTRY
EASY GROUND LEVEL ACCESS

MOTOR HOME
FLOOR PLAN

Large freshwater tank 25 gal/94 litres
Grey water 28 gal/111 litres
Black water 12 gal/54 litres
Overall length 11’ 6”
Floor width 8’
Rear slide-out expands 13’ 4”
Weight 1455 kg (3200 lb)
THE HYBRID MOTORHOME

STANDARD FEATURES of the 11’6” MOTORHOME:

- Rear slide-out 13’8”
- Full width interior, P/U box removed!
- Entry swing out grab handle
- Heavy duty expandable steps
- Plenty of storage
- Sleeps four
- LED clearance lights
- 30 amp 120v converter
- 30 amp power cable
- 30-15 amp cord adapter
- 12,000 BTU forced air furnace
- Propane supply: 2 standard 20lb bottles
- Towing capacity * to Truck rating
- Roof constructed of RV 2000 vinyl
- Steel base frame (epoxy primed & painted)
- Galvanized metal underbody sheeting
- Completed frame weight approx. 320kg
- Body by Westland RV Manufacture Ltd.
- Sandwich wall design
- Laminated fibreglass exterior

Each unit is individually built with PRIDE...

Can be modified to suit special requirements... JUST ASK!

* Contact Manufacturer for further information
KITCHEN & DINING AREA:
- Magic Chef 3 burner range top c/w igniter & oven
- Powered range hood (fan) c/w battery/tank monitor panel
- Domestic 6 cu ft. (54” high) 2 way double door freezer/refrigerator c/w electronic ignition
- Double stainless steel sink and cabinet
- 121 cm (48”) overhead cabinet above sink; 100 cm (40”) cabinet above range
- 33 cm (13”) flip up counter top for extra sink counter space
- Mid kitchen roof vent (air conditioner ready)
- Kitchen work area accommodates two people with clear access to table or fridge
- Dining table for 4 - makes into a bed
- 203 cm (80”) overhead cabinet; 2 - 60x35x100 cm (24x14x40”) under seat storage areas
- Under seat storage accessible from exterior

BUNK BED:
- North/south queen size bed
- 450 cm (18”) built in step for easier access
- Emergency exit window

BATHROOM:
- Spacious 144x104 cm (57x41”) bathroom c/w recessed panel oak door and mirror
- Sink c/w vanity; mirrored medicine cabinet
- Bathtub/shower 91x30 cm (36x24”) c/w curtain
- Efficient Thetford fresh water flush toilet

HALL:
- 500 cm wide x 130 cm high (20x52”) closet c/w oak door and full length mirror

STORAGE:
- Insulated under floor hold storage floor and walls

WATER HOLDING TANK SYSTEM:
- 6 gallon propane fired hot water tank
  - On/Off switch at kitchen sink
  - Electronic ignition
- 25 gallon fresh water tank
- 28 gallon grey water tank
- 12 gallon black water tank
- Monitor panel located on range hood

OPTIONS:
- awning
- sky light
- AM/FM/CD player
- telephone jack
- cable hookup /TV antenna
- thermo pane windows
- roof ladder & roof rack
- cover board for kitchen sink
- dividable under seat storage
- built-in microwave including outlet
- air conditioner and wiring
- increased bunk floor to ceiling height
- increased RV interior ceiling height
- 18” flip-up counter top extension
- insulated under floor hold doors
- interior access to under seating storage